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Wesak 
 “So, gee Bill, what is Wesak, anyway?” Well, I’m glad you asked, because 
it is a high holy day of the greatest magnitude. It happens yearly, and can be 
used for among other reasons, to get our spiritual bearings so to speak.  
 Wesak is the eastern festival that happens at the time of the full moon in 
Taurus each year. Of course what this means is that the Sun is in Taurus, and 
the Moon is in the opposite sign of Taurus, which is Scorpio. The time of the full 
moon is a wonderful time during which our energetic selves are enhanced and 
greater energy is brought to our door for us to use. This full moon is particularly 
powerful because of the centuries old celebration of Wesak. 
 Wesak commemorates the birth and ascension of Lord Buddha into 
Shamballah. Buddha was a human that embodied the wisdom aspect of divinity, 
and when he lived, he shared wisdom with the world as part of his spiritual path. 
There has been so much information on Buddha that it is honestly not worth it to 
address here more than in a cursory way, so for now, the above information will 
suffice. 
 Shamballah is a place that exists in a lot of ways between the worlds. It 
exists in the Himalayan Mountains, and has a very important role to play in the 
spiritual development of our species. This is the place where the Hierarchy meet 
once a year to celebrate Lord Buddha, and this his contribution to our spiritual 
development.  
 The Hierarchy is the group of beings that have foregone enlightenment in 
the name of helping others achieve spiritual advancement and growth. In 
different cultures, they go by different names. In the Far East, they are known as 
Boddhisattvas or Ascended Masters. In the west they are known as the Great 
White Lodge, or the Great White Brotherhood. Whatever culture we know them 
by, there is one common trait, and that in many different spiritual belief systems, 
and it is believed that there is a group of beings that have foregone 
enlightenment in a way of self sacrifice in order to help more humans evolve.  

Due to its global nature, there are advanced spiritual beings from all 
around the globe that could be considered to be in their ranks. This group of 
beings includes everyone from Jesus the Christ to the World Teacher Aleister 
Crowley, to Buddha, Tara, Comte St Germaine, Hilarion, and Kuan Yin. Of 
course there are many more than just these few, but what is important to note 
here is that this is a group that is dogma free, accepting and working with 
humanity in general, and approaching things from a spiritual development 
platform. 

Every year at Wesak, this group of beings come together and celebrate 
Lord Buddha, but are also available for each and every one of us to interact with 
in an easier manner than at other times. However, as most of us know, they are 
available whenever we choose to contact them. It’s just that now there is a more 
celebratory atmosphere, and the energies are enhanced so communication can 
be easier.  

Whatever your spiritual paradigm is, enjoy this time of spiritual orientation, 
spiritual guidance, and making contact with these wonderful prater-human 
intelligences.  


